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#1: Field Work 

#2: Chain of Ownership Research 

#3: Maps / GIS  



▶ Combining 2 GIS zoning layers: 

▶ Single-Family Residence Neighborhood Conservation (R2-NC) District 

▶ Office and Commercial Design (OCD) Overlay 
 

▶ Extracting intersecting Parcels and Parcel Points: 

▶ Created a PEPI to determine which houses to target (800+ points / 600+ 
parcels)  

 

▶ Digitizing and incorporating the 2002 “EHT Traceries, Inc.” study of Eastport: 

▶ Section G. Geographical Data (pages 48-157), resulting in 759 house 
descriptions 

▶ Augmented PEPI with these EHT Traceries house descriptions, e.g.: 

 

On Creating a PALS Eastport Property Inventory (PEPI) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
PALS inventory as starting point for houses to be photographed and inventoriedPhotographed in teams of two, one photographed while the other tracked the house numbersOne photo of whole house and one zoomed in on house number made file naming easierAsdafasdfafdsaFindingsA lot has changed in the architectural features of Eastport since the 2002 surveyBased on our evaluation, approximately 90% of properties had different descriptionsCombination of significant change in the community as well as Probably a good idea to give fieldwork volunteers an up-to-date letter of introduction in the event of being confronted by community members while photographingPhotographing is quickest part. File naming, quality control, and comparing past survey records to new photographs is very time consuming, especially without a lot of background in building architectural feature identification.



#1 Field Work 
▶ Methodology 

▶ Obtained GIS layers from Shawn Wampler: 
▶R2-NC zoning district + OCD district 

▶ Created a PALS Eastport Property Inventory to 
determine which houses to photograph (817 polygons -- 
624 parcels)  

▶ Traveled to Eastport and photographed in teams of two  
▶ Assigned file names using the format Grid#-Address-

View-Date 
▶ Uploaded images into Box in folders by street name 
▶ Compared present images to 2002 EHT Traceries survey 

descriptions 
▶ Recorded in PALS Inventory the differences in property 

descriptions and current images  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
PALS inventory as starting point for houses to be photographed and inventoriedPhotographed in teams of two, one photographed while the other tracked the house numbersOne photo of whole house and one zoomed in on house number made file naming easierAsdafasdfafdsaFindingsA lot has changed in the architectural features of Eastport since the 2002 surveyBased on our evaluation, approximately 90% of properties had different descriptionsCombination of significant change in the community as well as Probably a good idea to give fieldwork volunteers an up-to-date letter of introduction in the event of being confronted by community members while photographingPhotographing is quickest part. File naming, quality control, and comparing past survey records to new photographs is very time consuming, especially without a lot of background in building architectural feature identification.



...Fieldwork 

▶ Findings 

▶ Significant change since 2002 “EHT Traceries, Inc.” survey 

▶ Combination of community change and surveyor knowledge of 
architectural features 

▶ Up-to-date letter of introduction for surveyors to present to 
homeowners would be helpful 

▶ Photographing is the quickest part 

▶ File naming, quality control, and comparing past survey records to new 
photographs is very time consuming 

▶ Training/additional resources in architectural feature identification 
would be helpful 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
PALS inventory as starting point for houses to be photographed and inventoriedPhotographed in teams of two, one photographed while the other tracked the house numbersOne photo of whole house and one zoomed in on house number made file naming easierAsdafasdfafdsaFindingsA lot has changed in the architectural features of Eastport since the 2002 surveyBased on our evaluation, approximately 90% of properties had different descriptionsCombination of significant change in the community as well as Probably a good idea to give fieldwork volunteers an up-to-date letter of introduction in the event of being confronted by community members while photographingPhotographing is quickest part. File naming, quality control, and comparing past survey records to new photographs is very time consuming, especially without a lot of background in building architectural feature identification.



#2 Chain of Ownership Research 

Goal: Use subset of addresses to complete a proof of concept method for collecting 
complete chain of ownership information for a set of addresses in Eastport 

 
▶ Time: Each address took around 1.5 hours to do in-depth research 
▶ Tools: Maryland Land Records website; Google Form: Annapolis Home 

Ownership Survey (converted from Jane McWilliams’ “Building History 
Manual” survey form), Google Sheets: Group worksheet for tracking 
progress; Annapolis Home Ownership Survey results 

▶ Results: 50 properties surveyed in depth as a proof of concept. 
 

https://mdlandrec.net/
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSczkLHD5uq_Vql5GEG0HOAAX9ISnNb3c2L7t0n8xdMya2MTkw/viewform
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSczkLHD5uq_Vql5GEG0HOAAX9ISnNb3c2L7t0n8xdMya2MTkw/viewform
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1CApocxUMraye6yEPzx1rM2WNaL2buIw7uX0TMw8XNeg/edit#gid=440828526


...Chain of Ownership Research 
 

Methods: 
▶ Created spreadsheet with proof of concept addresses assigned to each group 

member 
▶ Created Google Form to capture each change of ownership modeled on paper 

form 
▶ Used SDAT (State Dep. of Assessments & Taxation) to begin address search 

using first Liber and Folio numbers available 
▶ Followed chain of Liber and Folio numbers in Maryland Land Records database 

until the trail went cold 
▶ Moved onto next address 



...Chain of Ownership Research 
Next Steps: Census Records 
 
▶ Could provide more demographic information on 

historical homeowners. 
 

▶ Would allow the collection of information on 
residents (renters, etc) who are not homeowners. 
 

▶ Bring to light residents who might have been 
obscured by official records. 
▶ Women 
▶ Minorities 
▶ Extended Families 

 



#3 Maps / GIS  
Step 1: Digitizing Eastport Sanborn Maps  

at the Library of Congress 
We purchased and tested new equipment: 
Nikkon DSL Camera / lenses / tripod / boom 
arm / Bananagrams & marbles... 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The GIS group’s goal was to create GIS layers of historic maps of Eastport, to demonstrate how the area has changed over time. To achieve this we digitized 7 maps covering from 1878 to 1959. The majority of these maps are Sanborn maps which were maps periodically published to assess fire insurance, and because of the many editions produced through the years, present an excellent source for demonstrating the development of an area over time. We also included one map from G.M. Hopkins’ Atlas of Baltimore and Anne Arundel County from 1878.While some maps were already available online, many were not, so the class took a trip to the Library of Congress’ Geography and Maps Reading Room to digitize the needed maps. On this slide you can see some images of our class at the Library of Congress including an image of a Sanborn map, removed from its binding, so you can get an idea of the maps we were working with.



GIS Step 2: Georeferencing of the Images 

Placing ground control points (GCPs) on map a of Eastport 
from the 1878 Hopkins Atlas of Anne Arundel County. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
After digitizing the maps, we began georeferencing the images in an open-source GIS tool called QGIS. Georeferencing refers to a process of associating pixels of an image with geographic coordinates which is depicted in this screenshot of the Hopkins map being georeferenced.To georeference an image, we mark landmarks on our image with points, called ground control points, usually the landmarks were street intersections as they are the most stable landmarks on the maps. Then, we mark these landmarks on another map, called our basemap which you can see in the background, a Google Streetmap QGIS is able to pull in. By placing points on both maps, QGIS is able to emede the GIS data from the basemap into the image of our historic map. After placing several points, we tell the program to run the georeferencer.



After placing the control points, QGIS is able to overlay the historic map over 
the Google map. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
And this is what the georeferencer creates. QGIS is able to place the image over the basemap. What QGIS has done is create a copy of the original image in a different format called a GeoTIFF, a type of image format based on the standard TIFF fromat that also contains GIS data, so if I sent this image to anyone in this room, they could open it in any GIS software on their own computer and the program will understand the map’s geographic location.



GIS Step 3: Merging Sanborn Map Sheet Images 

Seven map pages from the 1930 Sanborn merged into 
a single map.  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Georeferencing the Sanborn maps, however, was a more complicated process. The Sanborn maps often have several different sheets to cover all of Eastport, and sometimes one sheet might contain two or three different parts of Eastport, so we had to separate those images using Photoshop. Then we georeferenced each image separately, and then used a feature in QGIS to merge the images into a single map. After georeferencing this new single map and compressing the large file into a more manageable size, we were able to transform the separate pages into a single map, enabling easy comparison between the different maps.



2002 SURVEY COMPARISON 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Discuss tracery/previous 2002 survey & architectural points - include screenshot of 2002 survey for Burnside and discuss the properties and how they’re compared. Explain how we determined Colonial Revival (including date of popularity(https://www.wentworthstudio.com/historic-styles/colonial-revival/), Asbestos Shingles, and the Front Gable roof. Define terms. 



GIS Step 4: Overlaying GIS layers 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is a video a group member created to demonstrate how the different image layers look in QGIS. First we’ll see some of the GIS layers provided by the city of Annapolis. The large blue area you’ll first see represents the zoning districts that the class focused  on while the green boxes and points on the map represent the parcels the land has been divided into.We can then load up one of our maps and compare it to these layers.And the video is now displaying other maps we created with the zoning layers overlaid.FInally what the video is showing is how you can change the transparency of a map in order to visually compare it against other maps. 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AN4aLZAfMlc


Example Property: 
505 Burnside 



505 Burnside: 
Fieldwork 



505 Burnside:  
Chain of Ownership 

13 recorded transfers: 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
All of the properties on Burnside come from one lot owned by William and Sarah Burns (hence the name Burnside) and the lot was originally entitled “The President”.



Next Steps: eVis 
 

▶ Event Visualization Tool 
 

▶ Can incorporate images and 
other data such as our chain 
of custody data in a 
database to add points to 
map the data 
 

▶ eVis Browser then provides a 
means to view the data 
together on the map. 

  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In the future, we have been working towards having another class or the DCIC combine all our data into a single project. This could be done using a feature of QGIS, the GIS tool we used, call the eVis plugin It enables you to upload a database containing data such as our chain of ownership and architectural data, images, and GIS coordinates. eVis could then place clickable points on a map of all the researched properties. When someone clicks on these points, you could see an image of the property and all the data collected about that property.



Final Products 
▶ Digitized & Searchable City Directories: 

▶ 1910, 1924, 1928-29, 1939, 1956 
▶ with Eastport “datafied” 

 

▶ New GIS layers:  
▶ Hopkins Atlas of AAC Eastport map: 1878 
▶ Integrated Sanborn GIS layers for Eastport:  

▶ 1903, 1908, 1913, 1921, 1930, 1959 
 

▶ Complete Photo Inventory of Eastport 
 

▶ Complete Updated Architectural Survey 
 

▶ Deep Chain of Ownership 
Documentation & Methodology for 
subset of properties 

 

▶ Complete 1940 Digitized & Searchable 
Individual Household Census records for 
Eastport:  
▶ 1930, 1920, 1910 & 1900 in progress 

▶ ArcGIS Online Demo & QGIS Desktop Demo 
 

▶ Integrated Eastport Inventory of Properties Form 
 

▶ Location / Parcel map / 
Owner / Tenants / 
Profession / Race (pre-
1940s) / Legal desc. / 
Architectural desc. / 
Chain of ownership / 
Photo  
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